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The Hilsenrath "Tapering" Article Is Out
05/10/2013 
Yesterday, the rumor turned out to be a joke. Today, there was no rumor, but as 
we warned four hours ago, it was only a matter of time. Less than four hours 
later, the time has come, and Jon Hilsenrath's "Fed Maps Exit from Stimulus", 
conveniently appearing after the close, has just been released.
   [Worth reading entire article.]
~ ~ ~ ~ ~
Previewing The Market's "Taper" Tantrum
....all previous instances of non-open ended QE took place for up to 6-9 months 
before the Fed briefly let off the accelerator to see just how big the downward 
response is. The problem now, however, is that even the tiniest hint that the 
grossly overvalued "market", which has risen only thanks to multiple expansion 
for the past year, would lead to a massive overshoot not only to whatever an ex-
Fed "fair value" may be, but overshoot wildly as the liquidation programs kick in 
across a Wall Street that is more liquidity starved today than it has been in a 
decade. This is precisely what Scotiabank's Guy Hasselman thinks: "Few care 
about “right-tail” events, but should investors decide to pare risk in reaction to a 
hint of ‘tapering’, the overshoot to the downside may surprise many. The 
combination of too many sellers, too few buyers, and dreadful (and 
declining) liquidity means a down-side overshoot is highly likely." 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Schiff: We're Heading For A Crisis Worse Than 2007 (Phil H.)
"The Fed knows that the U.S. economy is not recovering," Schiff said. "It simply 
is being kept from collapse by artificially low interest rates and quantitative 
easing. As that support goes, the economy will implode."
"The crisis is imminent," Schiff said. "I don't think Obama is going to finish his 
second term without the bottom dropping out. And stock market investors are 
oblivious to the problems."

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

The Fed's QE Exit Will More Than Quadruple Interest Costs For The US 
(Nervous Nelly)
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With the Fed now openly warning that there may actually come a time when the 
'flow' stops; the most recent Treasury Borrowing Advisory Committee (TBAC) 
report has some concerning statistics for those change-ridden hopers who see a 
smooth Fed exit, deficit-reduction, and blue skies ahead. While they are careful 
not shout 'sell' in a crowded bond market; hidden deep in the 126 page 
presentation are two charts that bear significant attention. The first shows what 
TBAC expects (given the market's expectations) to happen to interest rates in the 
US as the Fed 'exits' its QE program (taper, unwind, hold) - the result, the 
weighted-average cost of financing for the US government will almost triple from 
around 1.6% to around 4.3% over the next ten years. But more problematic is 
that even with CBO's rather conservative estimates of the growth in US debt over 
the next decade the USD cost of financing will explode from around $205bn 
(based on TBAC data) to over $855bn. Still convinced the Fed can exit 
smoothly?

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Are We On The Verge Of Witnessing The Death Of The 
Paper Gold Scam?

Submitted by Tyler Durden on 05/09/2013 - 17:25

The legal claims on physical gold far exceed the amount of physical gold 
that the banks actually have by a very, very wide margin.  And right now the 
bankers are scared out of their wits because their warehouses are being drained 
of physical gold at a frightening rate.  So what happens when their physical gold 
is gone but they still have lots and lots of people with legal claims to gold?  When 
that moment arrives, it will represent the end of the paper gold scam. Many 
believe that the recent takedown of the price of paper gold was a desperate 
attempt by the bankers to put off that day of reckoning, but it appears to have 
greatly backfired on them.  Instead of cooling off demand for precious metals, it 
has unleashed a massive "gold rush" all over the globe. This is creating havoc in 
the financial community, and at least one major international bank has already 
declared that it will only be settling those accounts in cash from now on.  The 
paper gold scam is starting to unravel, and by the time this is all over it is going to 
be a complete and total nightmare for global financial markets. For years it has 
been widely known that the promises that banks have made regarding their gold 
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far exceed their actual ability to deliver, but we have never reached a moment 
of such crisis before.

~ ~ ~ ~

Federal Reserve Refuses to Submit to an Audit of Germany’s Gold Held in U.S. 
Vaults (Nervous Nelly)
There has been speculation for a long time, that the FED doesn’t actually have 
much gold, that it has either sold it off, lent it out, or used it as collateral for 
borrowings. Either case, there are many claims that the gold that is being stored 
on behalf of many nations, doesn’t actually exist.
And nobody, other than FED staff, have actually been permitted inside the vaults 
to see or inventory any of the gold. There is no evidence that the gold actually 
exists, other than the word of the FED.

~ ~ ~ ~ 

Stocks are officially in a blow-off top.
 

 
This is the culmination of Bernanke’s life’s work. In his mind he has succeeded in 
saving capitalism by spending trillions of Dollars pushing stocks higher.
 
It doesn’t matter that the US hasn’t experienced 3% GDP growth a SINGLE year 
since he took the Fed.
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It doesn’t matter that the employment ratio is at levels last seen back in the early 
‘80s. It doesn’t matter that there are now a record number of Americans on food 
stamps.
 
All that matters is that stocks are up. That equals a recovery for the Fed.
 
This whole mess is sad really. Having seen two bubbles burst in the last 13 
years, we all know how this ends: in disaster. And each time the disaster has 
been bigger. Indeed, the 2008 collapse was a far worse thing than the Tech 
Crash.
 
And what’s coming will be even worse than 2008. This time around, entire 
countries will go bust, not just banks.
 
On top of this, when this bubble bursts, interest rates will already be at zero and 
the Fed’s balance sheet swollen with garbage debts. The Fed and other Central 
Banks WON’T have the usual tools available to save the day.
 
For more market insights and commentary, visit us at: 
www.gainspainscapital.com
 
Best Regards,
Graham Summers

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~` `

 
This Video Of One Half-Second Of High Frequency Trading Is Insane, Terrifying

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
  ` 
Jeremy Grantham: "We Have Been Conned"
05/07/2013 - 21:38

The lessons of Jeremy Grantham's recent interview with Charlie Rose seem to 
be becoming increasingly prescient as the stock market surges to new highs 
amid a crumbling macro (and micro) economy. "Bernanke is whipping the 
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economic donkey that can only grow at 1-2% as if it was a race horse 
growing above 3%," and unfortunately he will keep doing it "until the 
donkey is dead." As Grantham says, it is a "very dangerous situation to have 
the most powerful man in the world," doing this as simply put, the Fed, "does not 
have the tools to generate employment." But while Grantham's clarity on 
Bernanke's actions are unquestionable in their endgame, his views (below) on 
Keynes, debt, and wealth transfer are even more concerning. "We had this 
amazing experiment... but we have been conned into believing by the 
financial world that debt is everything."

~ ~ ~ ~

Marc Faber: "Something Will Break Very Badly"

During an interview with The Globe and Mail, 'Gloom, Boom, and Doom's Marc 
Faber unleashed some awful truthiness about gold "I buy gold every month", real 
estate "bubble territory", and the likelihood of a crash in smoke-and-mirrors-like 
asset markets - "In the 40 years I’ve been working as an economist and 
investor, I have never seen such a disconnect between the asset market 
and the economic reality... Asset markets are in the sky and the economy of 
the ordinary people is in the dumps, where their real incomes adjusted for 
inflation are going down and asset markets are going up... Something will break 
very bad."

~ ~ ~~ ~

Fractional Reserve Banking: It’s Not Your Money… You Only Think It Is! 

Some 15% of U.S. Receives Food Stamps

Generation J(obless): A Quarter Of The Planet's 
Youth Is Neither Working Nor Studying
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We recently discussed the 'dead-weight' problem of youth unemployment in 
developed economies. The Economist estimates that the world's population of 
NEETs (not in employment, education, or training) is a stunning 290 million 
- or around one-quarter of the world's youth. Sadly, many of the 'employed' 
young have only informal and intermittent jobs. In rich countries more than a 
third, on average, are on temporary contracts which make it hard to gain skills.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Greek youth unemployment hits 64 per cent

South Africa jobless rate tops 25%

Italy: Youth unemployment nudges towards 40 percent
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